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In the demanding environment in which modern combat aircraft perform, it is
vital for the pilot to uphold situation awareness of his surroundings; are there
other objects in the vicinity of the aircraft and if so is there any risk that they
are hostile? Of equally vital importance is the extent of the somewhat vague
term ”surroundings”. Different types of sensors have different range
capabilities under different conditions, weather and time for instance. This
means that the size of the volume in which it is possible to uphold situation
awareness will depend on the type of sensors included in the aircraft sensor
suite.
This thesis investigates the atmosphere with the purpose of finding factors
which influence the range of sensors that detect infrared radiation. The result
is expected to form a basis for models concerning ranges of infrared sensors
and atmospheric transmission.
A range equation considering atmospheric transmission is suggested for
infrared sensors. The single most important parameter in an atmospheric
transmission model is the water vapour content, since water vapour effects the
transmission both directly and indirectly. Another crucial parameter is the
amount of particles dissolved in the atmosphere. This amount changes
constantly and this makes modelling difficult. Clouds have a dramatic
attenuation effect upon infrared radiation, and the random nature of clouds
also adds to the complexity of this matter.
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1RWDWLRQ
”Humpty Dumpty: When I use a word it means just what I want it to
mean, neither more nor less.”
(Lewis Carroll, $OLFHLQ:RQGHUODQG)

$FURQ\PV
$FURQ\P
AFGL
CIA
FASCODE
FIR
FOV
FOA
HITRAN
IR
IRST
LASER
LOWTRAN
LWIR
MODTRAN
MWIR
PPMV
PPMW
RADAR
RH
RMS
SA
SAS
SAW
SNR
SPIE
SWIR
UV
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([SODQDWLRQ
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory (now Phillips Laboratory)
Collision Induced Absorption
Fast Atmospheric Signature CODE
Far InfraRed
Field Of View
Defence Research Establishment
HIgh-resolution TRANsmission, a database.
InfraRed
InfraRed Search and Track
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
LOW-resolution TRANsmission code
Long-Wave InfraRed, λ 6-16 µm
MODerate-resolution TRANsmission code
Mid-Wave InfraRed, λ 3-6 µm
Parts Per Million by Volume
Parts Per Million by Weight
RAdio Detection And Ranging
Relative Humidity
Root Mean Square
Situation Awareness
Sub-Arctic Summer
Sub-Arctic Winter
Signal to Noise Ratio
the Society of Photo-optical Instrumentation Engineers
Short-Wave InfraRed λ 0.8-3 µm
Ultra Violet
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σabs
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N
Mair
MH2O
τ
P
P0
R
I
NEI
E
p
Z
β
A
SNRmin

([SODQDWLRQ
Radiance
Wavelength
First constant in Planck’s law
Second constant in Planck’s law
Temperature
Speed of light
Planck’s constant
Boltzmann’s constant
The constant in Stefan-Boltzmann’s law
Energy
Frequency (also wavenumber 0.01/λ)
Extinction coefficient (=σsca + σabs)
Scattering coefficient
Absorption coefficient
Absolute humidity
Relative Humidity, RH
Mixing ratio
Number of molecules
Molecular weight of air
Molecular weight of water vapour
Atmospheric transmission
Power
Initial power
Range
Intensity
Noise Equivalent Irradiance
Irradiance
pressure
Pathlength in MODTRAN
Back scatter coefficient
Area
Smallest amplitude of a signal required for
the detection of an object in a noisy image
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[W/m2]
[m]
[W m2]
[m K]
[K, °C]
[m/s]
[Ws2]
[Ws/K]
[W/m2K4]
[J]
[Hz] ([cm-1])
[km-1]
[km-1]
[km-1]
[kg/m3]
[%]
[PPMV, g/m3]
[-]
[u]
[u]
[-]
[W]
[W]
[km]
[W]
[W/m2]
[W/m2]
[atm]
[km]
[m-1]
[m2]
[-]
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
This Chapter is intended to describe the purpose of this master thesis and to
motivate further reading. The concluding paragraph includes a thesis outline
that is meant to serve as a readers guide.

 %DFNJURXQG
All objects, man-made or not, emit radiation of some kind. Sir William
Herschel showed as early as in the year 1800 that there is a relation between
heat (radiation) and wavelength. This means that you can detect and even
obtain information about an object just by investigating the radiation emitted
by the object in question.
This ability to get information about radiant objects has many applications, for
instance finding lost people in difficult terrain. Of course there are also several
military applications, and of our special interest are those that are airborne.
Nowadays most modern combat aircraft have means of investigating radiation.
It is of vital importance that the pilot upholds situation awareness, SA, of his
surroundings. SA is a popular and widely used term and it can be defined as
the perception of elements in the environment within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in
the near future, (Endsly 1988). In order to apply this practically it can be
translated into; Are there other objects in the vicinity of the aircraft and if so is
there any risk that they are hostile? This kind of SA is to be achieved by using
the aircraft’s own sensor suite.
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,QWURGXFWLRQ

The precise extent of the somewhat vague term ”surroundings” is also of vital
importance. Different types of sensors have different range capabilities. This
means that the size of the volume in which it is possible to have SA will
depend on the type of sensors included in the aircraft sensor suite.
The kind of optical sensors that detect infrared, IR, radiation are passive. This
means that the sensor merely detects emitted energy. It does not need to emit
any energy to provide the pilot with awareness of his environment. In a
military aircraft this feature could prove to be very useful as the pilot can
become aware of his surroundings, even beyond visual range, without
revealing his position by using for instance the energy emitting radar 1.
The range performance of all sensors is to some extent dependant on the
present weather situation. Microwave sensors, like radar, are normally less
sensitive to weather concerning range performance than are optical sensors. In
practice, optical sensors are found at ultra violet, visual, near-infrared and
infrared wavelengths. For optical sensors, range performance can be expected
to depend heavily on atmospheric transmission.
The atmosphere is - as most things where nature is concerned - an extremely
complex phenomenon and an intriguing matter for further investigations.

”Some Are Weatherwise;
Some Are Otherwise”
(Benjamin Franklin, 3RRU5LFKDUG¶V$OPDQDF, 1735)

1

RADAR, RAdio Detection And Ranging is a active sensor that emits radiation and measure the reflected
radiation and thereby achieves information about objects within its active range. This information consists of
range, bearing, elevation and often velocity.
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 2EMHFWLYHV
The overall goal is to develop an operational model for sensor ranges in the
atmosphere. The objective for this master thesis is to evaluate the possibilities
to develop such a model. A way to accomplish this is by identifying problems,
the need for new models and the usability of these. This should be done with
focus on the atmospheric transmission or rather the factors which influence
atmospheric transmission, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The result is
expected to form a basis for models of sensor ranges for the determination of
the size of the SA volume.

 /LPLWDWLRQV
• The study contains only atmospheric parameters. Information about the
sensor, object and background are considered to be known and static.
• Primarily, we study conditions at high altitudes, at about 8-12 kilometres of
altitude.
• This study is done in the IR area at wavelengths between 3-12 micrometers.

 7KHVLVRXWOLQH
The first thing to notice when reading this thesis is the 1RWDWLRQ, in front of the
table of contents, which includes both the acronyms and the symbols used. The
table of references is found at page 59 after the conclusions
&KDSWHU WZR is intended to provide a reader with little or no previous
knowledge of atmospheric attenuation and infrared radiation with relevant
information, in order to enable him/her to understand the following chapters.
First a brief introduction to infrared radiation in general, then some basics
considering our atmosphere and the attenuation of Infrared radiation within it.
This chapter could be disregarded by readers who have prior knowledge in this
area.
&KDSWHUWKUHH, this chapter is an analysis and discussion of the problems to be
studied in order to fulfil the purposes of this thesis.
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&KDSWHU IRXU introduces the reader to MODTRAN, an atmospheric radiance
and transmittance code, that is used extensively during this study. In the
Appendix an users guide have been included in order to simplify future use of
MODTRAN.
&KDSWHU ILYH is in fact the kernel of this thesis. In this chapter the basic
investigations from Chapter two are deepened in the identified interesting
areas and the ground is prepared for the discussion in chapter six.
&KDSWHU VL[. In this chapter we discuss the results that have been derived
during this thesis and presented in the previous chapter. We also discuss how
to continue the work started in this thesis by suggesting some improvements
and further work in adjacent areas.
&KDSWHU VHYHQ concludes with a summary of the conclusions drawn within this
thesis.
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7KHRU\
This chapter starts with a brief introduction to infrared radiation. To get a more
thorough orientation of this subject see (Zissis 1993). We then discuss our
atmosphere, clouds and the mechanisms of attenuation in these. Finally a way
to calculate the theoretical range of optical sensors sensitive in the infrared
wavelength band is covered.

 ,QIUDUHGUDGLDWLRQ
Sir William Herschel was one of the pioneers in the infrared area and he came
into contact with infrared radiation accidentally. In the year 1800 he was
performing an experiment with a prism placed in a window where it
intercepted the sunlight. The prism spread the light into a spectrum from violet
to red. Herschel measured the temperature at each colour and he noticed that
the temperature increased progressively.
This experiment shows that there is a relationship between wavelength and
temperature. When he moved the thermometer past the visible red, he found
that the temperature still was separated from the ambient temperature. This
energy was called infrared because it was found beyond red. (Lovell 1981)
 7KH(OHFWURPDJQHWLFVSHFWUXP
Now we know that Herschel only found a small part of the wider
electromagnetic spectrum, see Figure 2-1, which includes radiation from
gamma rays to radio waves. This kind of radiation propagates through space as
transverse waves and their frequency is equal to the speed of light in vacuum
divided by their wavelength.
These wavebands of wavelengths are named, somewhat arbitrarily, but are
however standardised throughout the physics and electrical communities.
There is no exact division of the IR wavebands but the region from 1 to 3 µm
is called the near infrared or the short-wave infrared, SWIR. The next octave,
double the frequency, up to 6 µm is called the middle infrared or mid-wave
infrared, MWIR. The next region up to 16 µm is called long-wave infrared,
LWIR.
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Finally, the region from 16 µm to 1 mm carries the name far infrared, FIR, or
extreme infrared. Accordingly, this research will proceed in the MWIR and
LWIR bands. (Spiro 1989)

)LJXUH7KHHOHFWURPDJQHWLFVSHFWUXPPDJQLILHGDWWKHZDYHOHQJWKVRISULPDU\LQWHUHVW
IRURSWLFDOVHQVRUV

 5DGLDWLRQODZV
In order to express radiation, there are a couple of fundamental laws the reader
must be familiar with. These radiation laws are more completely covered in
(Zissis 1993, Wolfe 1993).
• Planck’s law
• Stefan-Boltzmann’s law
• Wien’s law
3ODQFN¶VODZ states that the spectral radiance, L(λ), from a blackbody2 is
/( λ ) =

&1
1
⋅ ( & 2 / λ7 )
[W/m2 m]
5
λ H
−1



where:
λ = wavelength, [m]
2
-16
2
&1 = 2hπc = 3.74691×10 W m
-2

&2 = ch/k = 1.4397×10 m K

7 = absolute temperature, [K]
8
F = velocity of light = 3×10 m/s

Ws2
-23
N = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.3807×10 Ws/K

K = Planck’s constant = 6.626×10

-34

2

A blackbody is a perfect absorber and emitter at all angles and wavelengths. This kind of body has no
radiation reflected from its surface and absorbs all radiation crossing its path. The fact that such a body would
appear black to the human eye has given it its name, blackbody (Spiro 1989).
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Figure 2-2 shows calculated blackbody curves at three different temperatures.

Spectral Radiance [w/m^2*microns*sr]
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)LJXUH%ODFNERG\FXUYHVIRUWHPSHUDWXUHVDQG.

Planck assumes that the energy can only increase in complete steps, which
differ by hν (2hν, 3hν, etc.) called quantum, in order to get the radiation law
correct for all wavelengths. A quantum is also called a photon. Planck also
states that all photons of the same wavelength carry the same energy, W.
: = Kν =

KF
[J]
λ



where:
K = Planck’s constant = 6.626×10
ν = frequency, [Hz]
8
F = speed of light = 3×10 m/s
λ = wavelength, [m]
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6WHIDQ%ROW]PDQQ¶V ODZ states that the total amount of radiation emitted is a
function of temperature as
/WRW = σ7 4 [W/ m ]
2



where:
2

/WRW = total power radiated by a blackbody per square metre, [W/ m ]

σ = 5.670×10 W/ m K
7 = temperature [K]
-8

2

4

Stefan-Boltzmann’s law can be derived from Planck’s law by integrating over
all wavelengths from zero to infinity.
:LHQ¶VGLVSODFHPHQWODZ
λmax7 = constant = 2.897×10 m K
-3



where:
7 = temperature, [K]
λmax = wavelength for maximum spectral radiance, [m]

The displacement effect is illustrated in Figure 2-2. This law can also be
obtained from Planck’s law. In this case, by differentiating Planck’s law, with
respect to λ, and finding the maximum. (Spiro 1989, Zissis 1993, Wolfe 1993)
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 $WPRVSKHUH
”Sometimes gentle, sometimes capricious, sometimes awful, never
the same for two moments together; almost human in its passions,
almost spiritual in its tenderness, almost divine in its infinity.”
(John Ruskin, 7KH6N\

The Earth is surrounded by the atmosphere, a circumstance that is in fact
essential for almost all life on this planet. The atmosphere consists of gases
and particles and reaches out 500 km from the surface of the earth.

)LJXUH7KHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHDWPRVSKHUHZLWKDOWLWXGH 6PLWK 

The word, atmosphere, originates from the Latin word, DWPRVSKDH¶UD which in
turn consists of the two Greek words DWPR¶V, vapour, and VSKDL¶UD, sphere.
Usually the atmosphere is divided into six layers, see Figure 2-3, each with
0$67(57+(6,6
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different properties concerning gas mixing ratios, particles etc. The first layer,
located between 0-11 km is called the WURSRVSKHUH and the following are
called, VWUDWRVSKHUH 11-50 km, PHVRVSKHUH 50-90 km, LRQRVSKHUH 90-300 km,
WKHUPRVSKHUH 300-400 km and finally the layer 400-500 km is called the
H[RVSKHUH.
In the troposphere, where aircraft normally tend to fly, most of the significant
atmospheric attenuates exist. These attenuates are water vapour, carbon
dioxide, clouds, fog and of course all kinds of particles dissolved in the air
called aerosols, more about this in sections 2.4 to 2.7. (Anthes 1975, Smith
1993)

 8QLWVDQGTXDQWLWLHV
There are several possibilities when describing the gas contents of the
atmosphere. Some units and quantities are only used when describing
atmospheric properties and therefore we have related these to more commonly
used equivalents. As water vapour is one of the most important absorbers, we
have chosen to derive some equations for water vapour, however equations
that applies for other atmospheric constituents are quite similar to these.
 &RQFHSWV
The GHZ SRLQW is the temperature to which a parcel of air, with constant
pressure and water vapour content, must be cooled if saturation is to occur.
Further cooling produces condensation to liquid water, see section 2.4.1. The
DEVROXWH KXPLGLW\ is the mass of water vapour in a unit volume of air; this
means that it actually is the water vapour density within the air. The UHODWLYH
KXPLGLW\, ϕ, is the ratio of the actual water vapour pressure of the air to the
saturation water vapour pressure at the ambient air temperature. Relative
humidity is, as the name indicates, a relative measure and is expressed in
percent. (Smith 1993)
 :DWHUYDSRXUFRQWHQW
Water vapour content or mixing ratio can be expressed as the number of water
molecules in a certain volume divided by the total number of molecules in the
same volume.
U=

(1 + 2 )



2

(1 PROHFXOHV )
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where:
1 +2 2
1 PROHFXOHV

The number of water molecules in the volume
The total number of molecules in the volume

The mixing ratio is rather small and therefore enhanced to the more commonly
used Parts Per Million by Volume, PPMV3. PPMV is a mixing ratio expressed
for a certain volume of air as
3309 = 106 ⋅

(1 + 2 )
2

(1 PROHFXOHV )

(= 106 ⋅ U)



7DEOH7KHDLUGHQVLW\YDULHVZLWKWKHDOWLWXGH,QWKHWZRULJKWFROXPQVZHKDYH
LQFOXGHG D W\SLFDOVXEDUFWLF ZDWHU FRQWHQW SURILOH IRU ERWK VXPPHU DQG ZLQWHU WR
VWUHVVWKHVHDVRQDOYDULDWLRQVDVZHOODVWKHDOWLWXGHYDULDWLRQV $EUHX 

$LUGHQVLW\ ρDLU  :DWHUYDSRXUFRQWHQW>3309@6XE$UFWLF
VXPPHUZLQWHU
>NJP@
1.23
11900
1410
1.11
8700
1620
1.01
6750
1430
0.91
4820
1170
0.82
3380
790
0.73
2220
431
0.66
1330
237
0.59
797
147
0.53
400
33.8
0.47
130
29.8
0.41
42.4
20

$OW
>NP@
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

This unit is somewhat abstract and difficult to visualise and therefore we have
related it to a ”normal” unit, gram per cubic meter, [g/m3].
0 +2 2
U
U+2 2 = 3309
⋅
ρ
⋅
DLU
0 DLU
106



3

The mixing ratio can also be expressed by weight instead of volume PPMW, Parts Per Million by Weight,
which is quite similar to PPMV and derived in the same way.
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7KHRU\

where:
3

U+2 2 = Water content [g/m ]
U3309 = Water content [PPMV]
0 DLU = 28.9645 , molecular weight of air

0 + 2 2 = 18.02 , molecular weight of water vapour

ρDLU = air density, see Table 2-1

For example 1 g/m3 is equal to 1312125 PPMV, at sea level. It is important to
remember that the density varies with altitude, see Table 2-1.

 &ORXGV
In our atmosphere the phenomena we call clouds are quite common. As an
example weather statistics from Ljungbyhed, in Sweden, show that clouds are
present 20.5 % of the time at an altitude of 1000 meters, (Nilsson 1990). The
cloud influence on optical radiation is quite dramatic and the random nature of
clouds makes them difficult to model. More about this in section 5.4.
 &ORXGIRUPDWLRQ
The amount of water vapour that a parcel of air can hold depends on the air
temperature and air pressure, and the limit is indicated by the dew point, see
section 2.3.1. Warmer air can carry more water. For example, water often
condense around the surface of a cold soft-drink bottle or can. The air in
contact with the container is cooled and soon the saturation level is reached,
and the excess water vapour in the cooled air condenses into liquid water
droplets on the container.
Clouds appear when an air mass is cooled and therefore becomes saturated
with water vapour which starts to condense. The water vapour condenses
around small particles, with a radius about 0.1 µm, e.g. dust and salt particles,
that are always present in the atmosphere. Then the cloud droplets continue to
grow due to further condensation, collisions and fusion with other droplets.
The dew-point depends also on the size and the composition of these cloud
droplets. Larger particles can bind more water.
Consequently there are two criteria that must be fulfilled if clouds are to
appear. First we must have an air mass that for some reason has an excess of
water vapour. The second and equally important criteria is that some kind of
particles, condensation nuclei, must be present around which the cloud droplet
can develop.
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When the cloud becomes cold enough, for instance during transportation
upward in the atmosphere, the cloud droplets freeze to ice-crystals. This
phenomenon starts on particles dissolved in the droplets, so called ice-kernels.
Depending on the composition of these ice-kernels the freezing initiation
temperature varies. If the air was completely free from such particles the
forming of ice would not start until the temperature dropped below minus 40
°C. However some particles are always present, and this normally means that
forming of ice starts at about minus 10-15 °C.
Clouds appearing at higher altitudes, where the temperature falls below these
values, will consequently normally consist of ice crystals. See ”high clouds” in
section 2.4.3. The ice crystals grow faster than ordinary cloud droplets.
Therefore they reach the point where the cloud no longer can carry the ice and
the ice falls down through the cloud as precipitation. The temperature below
the cloud base determines whether the ice will reach the ground as snow or
rain. (deBlij 1996)
 &DXVHVIRUFORXGIRUPDWLRQ
Warm air rises because it has lower density than cold air. When it rises it
expands in the lower air pressure. Therefore a parcel of air is cooled down
when it is moved upward in the atmosphere. There are three causes for these
air movements.
• Convection
• Frontal movements
• Orographic movements
&RQYHFWLRQ is when warmer bubbles or cells of air, due to their lesser density,
rise through the atmosphere. These movements can reach quite high speeds. In
the tropics such high speeds as 40 m/s are common. Clouds formed under
these conditions are called convection clouds. This kind of cloud may produce
showers of precipitation that sometimes can be quite intensive. On the other
hand, the clouds dissolve rather quickly.
As we know converging warm and cold air masses possess different densities;
they do not mix. Air masses are bounded by surfaces along which contact
occurs with neighbouring air masses possessing different characteristics.
Therefore, such narrow boundary zones mark sharp transitions in density,
humidity and temperature, this boundary is called a IURQW.
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If cold air is moved toward warmer air, the denser cold air will squeeze itself
beneath and push the lighter warm air upward. And on the contrary, if a
warmer air mass approaches a stationary colder air mass it will ride up over the
cooler air. In both situations we have the lifting of warm, often moist, air that
will be cooled and this leads to condensation, precipitation and clouds. Clouds
formed during this process are called stratiform clouds. When the air rises
along these sometimes long fronts, the clouds and the following rain can cover
very large areas during quite long periods of time.
The air can also be forced upward RURJUDSKLFDOO\4, by an obstacle in the
terrain. The clouds that form, orographic clouds, appear on the windward side
of the obstacle. Thus, clouds and precipitation are most common on the
windward side of mountain ranges. (deBlij 1996, Scorer 1972)
 &ORXGW\SHV
The clouds in our atmosphere are often divided into ten main groups
depending on whether they are convection or stratiform clouds as well as on
the altitude of their appearance, see Table 2-2. Within these groups there are
several species and special types of clouds. The altitude limits vary with
latitude, and the figures mentioned further on refer to the temperate climate
zone.
7DEOH$FODVVLILFDWLRQRIFORXGVE\KRZWKH\DUHIRUPHGDQGDWZKLFKDOWLWXGH
WKH\DUHSUHVHQW GH%OLM 

$OWLWXGH7\SH
Low 0-2 km

Medium2-7 km

High 5-13 km

&DXVH7\SH 1DPH
Convection Cumulus
Cumulonimbus
Stratocumulus
Fog
Stratus
Stratiform Altostratus
Nimbostratus
Convection Altocumulus
Cirrus
Cirrostratus
Cirrocumulus

&RPPHQW
nice weather
precipitation
separated from ground
precipitation
precipitation

halo

Among low clouds, at 0-2 km altitude, we find the convection clouds FXPXOXV,
a nice weather cloud, and FXPXORQLPEXV, i.e. large precipitation cloud.
6WUDWRFXPXOXV is a cloud formed when the convection broadens horizontally.
Another low cloud is VWUDWXV, fog cloud, which forms a grey curtain that differ
4

Oro is the Greek word for mountain.
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from fog in that it is separated from the ground. All these types of clouds
consist mainly of water droplets.
In the group medium high clouds, at 2-7 km altitude, the upper parts of the
clouds start to freeze which leads to a stratification of the cloud. Here we find
the stratiform clouds DOWRVWUDWXV and QLPERVWUDWXV, where the latter one is a
pure rain cloud. Among the medium high clouds there is also a convection
cloud Altocumulus, that originates from convection in the higher air layers.
Finally we consider the high clouds, at 5-13 km altitude. At these altitudes the
clouds consist of almost nothing but ice crystals. Here we find Cirrus,
Cirrostratus and Cirrocumulus. Cirrus has the shape of threads, stripes or
diffuse formations, while Cirrostratus forms a uniform layer of ice crystals that
scatter radiation and sometimes leads to beautiful halo5 phenomena. (deBlij
1996)

 $WPRVSKHULFDWWHQXDWLRQPHFKDQLVPV
The range of an optical sensor in search of a distant object depends upon,
among other things, the amount of radiation able to penetrate the atmosphere
between the object and the sensor. The atmosphere attenuates optical radiation
by the following major causes
• Absorption
• Scattering
• Refraction
 $EVRUSWLRQ
The photons that transfer energy can be devoured by gas molecules and
aerosols. During this absorption the radiation transforms into kinetic energy,
heat. The gases are normally the most important absorbers and this kind of
absorption is coupled to the bonding in the gas molecules, see section 2.6.
When the photons are absorbed, absorption lines occur. If there are several
lines present, side by side, they will form an absorption band. Bands with low
absorption are often called WUDQVPLVVLRQ ZLQGRZV. In Figure 2-8, page 21, the
atmospheric windows, 3-5 µm and especially 8-12 µm can be seen clearly.
These lines are not limited to one wavelength but to a small interval with an
absorption maximum at a certain centre wavelength. For a particular
5

Halo is a light phenomenon appearing in the sky. It occurs when sunlight is scattered and/or refracted, in
certain angles, by ice particles present in the atmosphere. The most common is the small Halo, which forms a
ring around the sun with an angle distance of 22 degrees, and the large Halo, 46 degrees. These phenomena are
common in the polar and Alpine regions but more unusual in the lowlands.
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absorption line we get a line width that mainly consists of the following three
line-width types:
• Natural (Lorentz) line-width
• Doppler line-width
• Mixed (Voigt) line-width
A line shape only based on the time it takes for a photon transition to occur is
called a QDWXUDO line, and consequently this line-width is called the natural line
width. This line-width is widen by temperature and pressure.
Another broadening contribution is the Doppler effect. Since photons from the
source move in more than one direction they achieve slightly different Doppler
shifts. This 'RSSOHU line-width usually exist when the half-width due to
pressure and temperature broadening is much smaller than the half-width
caused by the natural line-width.
When the Doppler effect and the natural line-width both have approximately
the same effect on the line-width they produce a mixed line result called PL[HG
line-width.
The emission from gases and particles is strongly coupled to the absorption in
these atmospheric constitutes. This emission increases the background
radiance and thereby reduces the contrast between the object and the
background. (Zissis 1993, Wolfe 1993)
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 &RQWLQXXP$EVRUSWLRQ
This kind of absorption have small variations with wavelength, without any
absorption peaks, in difference with the line absorption. These effects still lack
a satisfactory explanation, but scientists believe that they may be caused by a
summation of the ”tails” of the absorption lines in the absorption bands,
(Nilsson 1994).

)LJXUH&RQWLQXXPDEVRUSWLRQLQGXFHGE\ZDWHUYDSRXUIURP02'75$1

Some causes have been isolated though, for instance, strong collisions between
neighbouring molecules in O2 and N2 induces a dipole moment that exists only
during the duration of the collision6. Since these collisions are very brief is the
line width very broad and the single transitions merge into broad band
structures, (Smith 1993).
Water vapour, for instance, has got rather strong continuum absorption, see
Figure 2-4.

6

This is called Collision Induced Absorption, CIA
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 6FDWWHULQJ
Scattering has the effect of redirecting photons. This means that both desired
photons from our object of interest can disappear from the sensor Field Of
View, FOV, see Figure 2-5, and that undesired photons from, for instance, the
background are directed into the sensor, thereby reducing the contrast between
object and background. The scattering is caused by the molecules and the
aerosols in the air.
Aerosols and molecules
have different impact on
the
atmospheric
transmission
because
they have different
sizes. Aerosols are
about 10-6 up to 10-4
meters in diameter and
the
molecules
are
somewhat (100-10000
times !) smaller, i.e.
)LJXUH  6RPH GHVLUHG SKRWRQV GR QRW UHDFK WKH
about
VHQVRU WKRXJK  WKH\ JHW REVWUXFWHG RQ WKHLU ZD\ IURP
10-8 meters in diameter. WKHREMHFWWKH\JHWVFDWWHUHG
Normally,
attenuation
caused by the aerosols is the most important scattering contribution in the
Infrared wavelength band because of their size.
The characteristics of the scatter will depend primarily on the ratio between
the wavelength and the size of the particles obstructing the path of the
photons, see Figure 2-6. When calculating scatter from aerosols, the particles
have approximately the same diameter as the wavelength and can often be
considered to be spherical. A method of analysing this kind of scatter is the
Mie theory see section 2.7.
When considering scatter caused by molecules, with a diameter considerably
smaller than the wavelength, another theory is applicable, the Rayleigh
approach see section 2.6.
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Rayleigh scatter

Mie scatter

White-light scatter

)LJXUH  7KH DV\PPHWU\ RI WKH WKUHH GLIIHUHQW W\SHV RI VFDWWHULQJ 5D\OHLJK 0LH DQG
ILQDOO\ ZKLWHOLJKW VFDWWHU 7KH GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ WKHVH W\SHV RI VFDWWHU LV
UHODWHG WR WKH VL]H RI WKH SDUWLFOHV 7KH OLJKW FRPHV IURP WKH OHIW LQ WKH ILJXUH
1LOVVRQ  

 5HIUDFWLRQ
Radiation is refracted, in the same way as light through a lens, due to the
refractive index of the atmosphere. This refractive index is dependent upon the
current temperature. The refraction induces directional errors and these effects
are pronounced at long ranges and low altitudes over land or sea.

 *DVDWWHQXDWLRQ
As mentioned in section 2.2, the atmosphere consists of particles and gases.
However, only a few of these gases are active in the IR area and thereby
attenuate by the above mentioned mechanisms.
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 *DVDEVRUSWLRQ
When considering gases, or rather the molecules forming the gases, absorption
is the most wavelength-selective attenuation effect in the optical spectrum.
Absorption by molecules defines the transmission windows available in the
atmosphere. For example, the Greenhouse effect is caused by absorption of
blackbody radiation with a maximum in the 10 µm region from the earth’s
surface. The energy that the atmosphere absorbs is transformed into heat and
the global temperature increases.
Planck’s law is the basic concept in absorption and emission, see section 2.1.2.
A photon, with a frequency such that h, Planck’s constant, times the frequency
is equal to the energy difference between two energy levels in the molecule, is
absorbed by the system. There are three types of quantification URWDWLRQ,
YLEUDWLRQ and HOHFWURQ H[FLWDWLRQ. The third one requires photons in the UV
region and is therefore of no interest.
In order to achieve a rotation quantification the molecule must be a dipole,
every two atomic molecule and the non symmetric molecules that consists of
more than two molecules are dipoles.

)LJXUH9LEUDWLRQPRGHVIRUWKUHHDWRPLFPROHFXOHVOLQHDUWRWKHOHIWDQGQRQOLQHDUWR
WKHULJKW 1LOVVRQ 

Dipoles also vibrate and thereby create vibration quantification in certain
vibration modes see Figure 2-7.
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The two major constituents of the atmosphere are nitrogen and oxygen, which
consist of two atoms without dipole moments and therefore have no infrared
absorption bands. The IR active gases and their effect are shown in Figure 2-8.
The two, by importance, outstanding contributors to gas absorption are carbon
dioxide, CO2, and water vapour, H2O, which absorb whole bands of
wavelengths.

)LJXUH  7KH FRQWULEXWLRQV IURP GLIIHUHQW JDVHV LQ WKH DWPRVSKHUH WR WKH RYHUDOO JDV
DWWHQXDWLRQH[SUHVVHGLQDEVRUSWLRQYHUVXVZDYHOHQJWK 6PLWK 

Water vapour, an asymmetric top molecule, has a strong dipole moment and
the fact that each water vapour molecule consists of two light hydrogen atoms
result in strong and broad absorption bands. Within the atmospheric windows
we have both continuum and local line absorption due to water vapour.
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Carbon dioxide, CO2, is a symmetric linear molecule consisting of three atoms.
This means that CO2 has three vibration modes V1, V2 and V3 see Figure 2-7.
The comparatively heavy atoms give CO2 a narrower but more compact
spectral range than water vapour. V3 causes nearly 100% absorption at 4.3
µm, which divides the 3 to 5 µm window into two parts. The other mode V2
causes a broad absorption band around 15 µm which coincide with the water
bands.
Ozone, O3, is an asymmetric-top polar molecule. The vibration mode V3
causes an absorption peak with approximately 60% absorption at 9,6 µm, in
the middle of the 8-12 µm window. The other ozone absorption in the IR area
drowns in the water band 5.5-7.5 µm. Ozone is, as we all know, most active in
the UV wavelengths.
Methane, CH4, is a spherical-top, non-polar molecule with three IR active
rotational bands located at 3.3, 6.5 and 7.7 µm. (Smith 1993, Zissis 1993,
Nilsson 1994)
 0ROHFXODUVFDWWHU
This kind of scatter is often called Rayleigh scatter and is responsible for,
among other things, the blue appearance of the clear sky. Rayleigh found that
the scattering flux is proportional to the inverse fourth power of the
wavelength, see equation ( 2-8 ).
1 8π 3 (Q 2 − 1) 2 1 ( ]) (6 + 3δ )
σ VFD ( ]) = 4 ⋅
⋅
[km-1]
2
λ
3 1 (0)
(6 − 7δ )



where:
σ VFD ( ]) = scattering coefficient.
δ = depolarisation factor.
] = altitude.
1 ( ]) = number density of gas molecules at altitude z.
Q = index of refraction
λ = wavelength

The Rayleigh approach is applicable for molecules as they are small compared
to IR wavelengths. (Smith 1993)
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 $HURVRODWWHQXDWLRQ
Aerosols are atmosphere borne particles, dust, ice, salt, etc. There are many
different underlying processes that generate aerosols, which means that there
will be many different types and compositions of aerosol in the atmosphere.
The effect of aerosols depend greatly upon the size of the particles and on their
composition. Aerosols are hygroscopic7 and therefore change their size and the
refractive index of the atmosphere when the relative humidity changes. This
means that the attenuation effect from aerosols increase considerably with
higher water vapour concentrations.
Normally, the absorption effect in aerosols is considerably smaller in
comparison with the scattering effect, especially when considering IR
wavelengths, (Hågård 1993).
There are quite large variations in the concentrations of the aerosols, from one
day to another and even from one hour to another, which of course makes
modelling rather difficult.
 $HURVROVFDWWHU
Photons can of course ”bounce” several times on their way, but the behaviour
of this multiple scatter is very difficult to predict therefore the single scatter
approximation is normally used. This simplest form of aerosol scatter is
covered by Mie theory. Mie theory assumes that the particles are spherical and
that the particles are separated from each other in such a way that scatter from
one neighbouring particle does not affect the others.
Real particles are not spherical but unless you study polarisation properties or
measure backscatter this is a reasonable assumption. The Mie solution for
scatter is a lengthy but straight-forward process. The result is an infinite series
expression for the field components polarised perpendicular and parallel to the
scattering plane. (Smith 1993)

7

By hygroscopic (from the Greek words hygro´s wet moist, skope´ see, observe) is meant that they accumulate
water especially when the relative humidity reaches the for this phenomena critical value of about 70%,
(Hågård 1993).
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 $WWHQXDWLRQFRHIILFLHQW
When a beam of a certain wavelength travel through a medium we achieve
attenuation depending on the composition of the medium. To calculate the
attenuation we have defined an attenuation coefficient σ. This coefficient can
be divided in order to take into account separate attenuation contributions. One
common division consists of two parts, one absorption part and one scattering
part.
σ H[W = σ DEV + σ VFD [km ]
-1



Another common division consists of a gas part and a aerosol part,
σH[W = σ JDV + σ DHURVRO [km ]
-1



or the combination of ( 2-9 ) and ( 2-10 )
σH[W = σ JDV, DEV + σ JDV, VFD + σDHURVRO ,DEV + σDHURVRO , VFD [km ]
-1



The attenuation coefficient is often called H[WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQW and the unit is
[km-1]. The attenuation of a monochromatic beam with the power P0 can be
calculated with Beers law, (Smith 1993, Zissis 1993), in the following manner
3 = 30 ⋅ H(−σ

H[W ⋅

5)



[W]

where
30 = The initial power of the beam

3 = Remaining power after the beam has travelled the distance 5

In this way we achieve a measure of the attenuation in the atmosphere per
distance. This coefficient is normally wavelength dependent. Then, in order to
calculate how much radiation that in fact penetrates the atmosphere, the
atmospheric transmission, we need another measure.
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 $WPRVSKHULFWUDQVPLVVLRQ
The atmospheric transmission over a certain distance can easily be calculated
if we know the extinction coefficient in the atmosphere that the radiation has
to cross. The atmospheric transmission is expressed in the following manner:
τ (λ ) =

where

3(λ )
= H ( −σ
30 (λ )

H[W

(λ )⋅ 5 )



[-]

3(λ ) = wavelength dependent power
30 (λ ) = wavelength dependent initial power

[W]
[W]
-1
σ (λ ) = wavelength dependent extinction coefficient [km ]
5 = range
[km]
To clarify the relation between transmission and extinction we have included
Table 2-3 and the corresponding figure.
7DEOH7UDQVPLVVLRQYHUVXVH[WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQW
1

0.8

Transmission

τNP σH[W>NP@
0.99
0.001
0.95
0.005
0.90
0.01
0.61
0.05
0.37
0.1
0.007
0.5
0
1

0.6

0.4

0.2

0 -3
10

-2

-1

10
10
Extinction coefficient [1/km]

10

0

Due to the constrained effect of gases and particles discussed in the previous
sections the IR-transmission reaches the highest average values in the
wavelength windows 2-5 µm and 8-12 µm. The transmission of optical
radiation has a complex relation to variations in weather situation, gas mix and
density.
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 5DQJHHTXDWLRQ
With the previous theory we are now capable to deal with how to use and
formulate a range equation. The range equation, i.e. an equation computing the
maximum range at which a point target can be detected by an electro-optical
system, is proposed in (Campana 1993) to be
∞

∫ τ ( λ ) ⋅ , ( λ ) ⋅ Gλ



W

5=

0

1(,

[m]

where
5
τ (λ )
, (λ )
W

1(,

Range from object to sensor
Atmospheric transmission
total radiant intensity
Noise Equivalent Irradiance

[m]
[-]
[W]
[W/m2]

NEI is a measure of the sensor effectiveness as a photon detector. Inherent in
every sensor are sources of noise, due to thermal generation and other factors.
”High noise levels” means that more photons per second have to reach the
detector elements in order to produce a discernible signal. NEI is then simply
the amount of photons, expressed in power terms, required to produce a signal
of the same amplitude as the Root Mean Squared, RMS, noise signal.
It(λ) determines the characteristics of the object signature, the heat footprint of
the object, which of course is dependent upon wavelength.
At a first glance this equation can seem simple enough, but there are some
troublesome parts that we have to investigate further, see section 5.5.
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3UREOHP'HVFULSWLRQ
The objective for this master thesis is to consider the atmospheric transmission
or rather the factors which influence atmospheric transmission, qualitatively
and quantitatively in order to calculate sensor ranges. To accomplish this we
must solve the following problems:
• First we got to obtain basic knowledge about the atmosphere and
atmospheric effects on IR radiation.
• The second step is to derive and present a range equation for optical sensors
acting in this environment.
• Then in order to use this range equation we must investigate the included
relevant parameters further with special interest of the atmospheric
variations in time and space.

 ,QIRUPDWLRQVRXUFHV
The major sources of information available to us during this study are the
following:
• Various books and articles covering IR-radiation basics.
• Measured data concerning atmospheric properties at high altitude, (Vaughan
1995, Alejandro 1995)
• Measurements made from ground towards the sky, (Nilsson 1990).
• Theoretical analyses of test runs made in MODTRAN/LOWTRAN
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 %DVLFFRQVLGHUDWLRQV
Below we have collected some of the fundamental questions and basic
considerations that are to be investigated during this study.
• Which atmospheric parameters regarding atmospheric transmission have the
largest impact on the sensor range ?
• Which are the reasonable intervals of the parameter values expected to be
found under operating conditions ?
• Is it possible to derive a model for practical use taken natural variations of
atmospheric conditions into account? And if so, which alternative ways are
available to accomplish such a model ?
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02'75$1
The models and theories discussed in Chapter 2 could be put together in some
kind of computer code in order to make the calculations of atmospheric
transmission easier and more straight-forward. The codes that are most
commonly used are, LOWTRAN, MODTRAN and FASCODE, (Smith 1993).
We have used MODTRAN in the shape of PCMODWIN3 during this study.

 :KDWLV02'75$1
The codes above are developed by the Phillips Laboratory former Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory, AFGL. AFGL has been the centre in the United States
for atmospheric modelling since the late 1960s. All of
these codes can calculate atmospheric transmission and
radiance for various scattering and absorption
phenomena, both in slant and horizontal paths. The
major difference between these codes is that they have
different spectral resolution, see section 4.2.
LOWTRAN uses low resolution, 20 cm-1, MODTRAN
uses moderate resolution, 2 cm-1 and FASCODE uses high resolution.
FASCODE uses a database called HITRAN directly, while
LOWTRAN/MODTRAN uses HITRAN indirectly for calculation of the model
parameters. (Smith 1993)

 02'75$10HWKRG
The predecessor of MODTRAN is LOWTRAN. The first available version of
this code was LOWTRAN2, in 1972. Since then several improvements have
gradually been introduced with the updated versions.
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The model covers a spectral range from 0 to 50000 cm-1 and delivers a
resolution of 2 cm-1. The wavenumber resolution can be transformed to
wavelength resolution at a specific wavelength by deriving the wavenumber
equation ( 4-1 ) with respect to wavelength which yields equation ( 4-2 ) which
can be rewritten as ( 4-3 ).
From this final equation the wavelength resolution corresponding to 2 cm-1
(maximum resolution) at 0.5 µm can be calculated to be 0.00005 µm and
correspondingly at 10 µm it will be 0,02 µm
ν=
Gν
Gλ

0.01
λ

=−

Gλ =



0.01
λ2

λ2
0 .01



⋅ Gν



The atmosphere is described as 32 layers from 0 to 100 km altitude. Layer
thickness varies somewhat, but up to the altitude of 25 km each layer is 1 km
thick. Each layer is physically characterised by standard models valid for
various geographical regions and seasons. MODTRAN supports six different
reference model atmospheric profiles which specifies gas contents etc. for each
layer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tropical (15°N Latitude Annual average)
Mid-Latitude Summer (45°N Latitude July)
Mid-Latitude Winter (45°N Latitude January)
Sub-Arctic Summer (60°N Latitude July)
Sub-Arctic Winter (60°N Latitude January)
US Standard

Sub-Arctic Summer, SAS and Sub-Arctic Winter, SAW are most relevant
models considering Swedish conditions. Therefore we have preferably used
these models during this study.
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There are also possibilities to define an atmosphere of your own, and we have
made use of this feature, see section 4.3. Attenuation is calculated for each
layer and then summed along the specified path. MODTRAN uses an
approximate exponential function, equation( 4-4 ) to calculate transmittance.
τ = H − (&: )

D

:=



( ) ⋅( )
S Q
S0

70 P
7

⋅8



& = 10 ⋅ & ′



Equation ( 4-7 ) is used for all absorbers except water vapour that uses
equation ( 4-8 ) instead.
8 = 0.7732 × 10−4 ⋅ U ⋅ ρD ⋅ =



8 = 01
. ⋅ ρZ ⋅ =



Parameters in these equations are:
S , S0

7 , 70
U
ρD , ρZ

Z

Pressure, [atm]
Temperature, [K]
Mixing ratio, [PPMV]
Density, index a for air, w for water [g/m3] 8 Absorber
amount, [atm cm] for equation ( 4-7 ) and [g/cm2] for
equation ( 4-8 ).
Path length, [km]

The model is then further defined with the absorber parameters a, n, m and C´.
The first three parameters cover the spectrally independent features of the
absorber and the C´ covers the spectral dependency. C is redefined in terms of
C´ for computational convenience. These parameters are listed in (Abreu
1996).

 02'75$1DFFRPPRGDWLRQ
In MODTRAN there are several pre-defined models using standard
atmospheres and interpolations of these. In order to adapt to conditions
differing from pre-defined standard conditions MODTRAN atmospheric
model can be adjusted, and it is thereby possible to define an atmosphere of
our own.
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02'75$1

This is done by specifying a set of atmospheric layers. These layers are defined
at their boundaries by temperature, pressure density etc. Then MODTRAN
interpolates values in each layer depending on the parameter settings at the
boundary.
Since we have used MODTRAN with some difficulty we have included a
users guide to PCMODWIN3, that is a program that runs MODTRAN in
Microsoft Windows environment, see MODTRAN users guide.
In this users guide we have included the operations that are necessary for
elementary use of the program. But we have also included some more
advanced applications such as defining an atmosphere of your own.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV
This chapter covers the range equation and the further atmospheric
investigations necessary to use this equation. We start with a minor adaptation
of MODTRAN. Then we proceed with more thorough investigations of gases,
aerosols and clouds. Finally we build the bricks together to form a concluding
range equation.
25

11

6

2

)LJXUH2XUPRGHODWPRVSKHUHFRQVLVWLQJRIIRXUDWPRVSKHULFOD\HUVZLWKLQGLFDWHG
ERXQGDULHVLQNLORPHWUHV

 02'75$1WHVWSODWIRUP
As mentioned in section 4.3 it is possible to adapt MODTRAN by defining an
atmosphere of your own. The test model atmosphere we mostly used consists
of four layers, see Figure 5-1, and thereby five boundaries whereas the original
MODTRAN model atmosphere has 32 layers.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

Since one have to specify all parameters for each layer we have limited the
model to include four layers in order to reduce the workload generated when
changing single parameters. On the other hand we have chosen the layers with
some care to include natural variations of the atmosphere.
The first layer, often referred to as the boundary layer, reaches from 0-2 km. In
reality the boundary layer top altitude changes during a normal day, but the
boundary layer is in MODTRAN defined to be at 2 km. This layer is
characterised by a quite ”thick” atmosphere caused by relatively large
concentrations of both gases and aerosols. Consequently, the magnitudes of
the parameters in this layer are rather different than above the boundary layer
and it is a good idea to treat this layer separately.
The second layer, 2-6 km is rather arbitrarily chosen but we wanted a
controllable boundary between the boundary layer and the tropopause.
Then the third layer reaches from 6-11 km, this choice might seem a bit odd
since we primarily are interested in altitudes between eight to twelve
kilometres. However, MODTRAN estimates that the tropopause is located at
11 kilometres and this justifies this boundary.
The last layer in our model reaches from 11-25 km. Even if the upper limit
primarily is set to 12 km we have decided to include altitudes up to 25 km in
order to make sure that we cover all, for our purposes, interesting parts of the
atmosphere.
Then we used this model atmosphere to perform tests to see which parameters
that have the greatest impact on the transmission. We let one parameter change
progressively while the others were kept constant and then registered the
results. For instance, you can change the water vapour content in the layer
your are interested in and let all other parameters be constant. This can only be
done in a single atmospheric layer since all parameters change with altitude.
more about the results from these investigations in sections 5.2 and 5.3.
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 *DVHV
To what extent gases attenuate depends on both molecular effects and the
actual concentration of the gas. The concentration of all atmospheric gases
vary more or less with altitude, see Figure 5-2.

)LJXUH  7KH GLIIHUHQW ,5 DFWLYH JDVHV RI RXU DWPRVSKHUH KDYH YDU\LQJ FRQFHQWUDWLRQV
ZLWKDOWLWXGH86$VWDQGDUGDWPRVSKHUH $EUHX 

After having performed numerous simulations with MODTRAN and after
theoretical research see section 2.6, we have isolated the gases which have the
greatest effect on the transmission in the 3-12 µm band.

Ozone

Water band 5-7 µm
Carbon dioxide

)LJXUH$WUDQVPLVVLRQSORWIURP02'75$1$WNPDOWLWXGHRYHUDUDQJHRINP
ZLWKWKH6$6VWDQGDUGPRGHORQZKLFKZHKDYHLQGLFDWHGWKHSULPDU\FDXVHVIRU
GHFUHDVHRIWUDQVPLVVLRQ7KLVSORWVKRZVWKHWRWDOWUDQVPLVVLRQIURPJDVHV

We found that the three gases water vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone, see
Figure 5-3 had the greatest impact in this band.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

 :DWHUYDSRXU
As mentioned in the theory chapter section 2.6, water vapour, H2O is an
important absorber in the 3-12 µm band. In Figure 5-4 a typical transmission
plot is shown, in which we can see that the absorption lines due to vibration,
rotation and the combination of them both, are very close to each other and
therefore eliminates almost all IR radiation in the 5-7 µm region. In Figure 5-4
we can also see the effect of the H2O continuum absorption.

a)

b)

)LJXUH:DWHUYDSRXUWUDQVPLVVLRQIRUWKH6$6PRGHOLQ02'75$1DWNPDOWLWXGH
RYHUWZRGLVWDQFHVD NPDQGE NP%RWKFRQWLQXXPDQGEDQGHIIHFWV
DUHVKRZQ

This specific plot was calculated for a distance of 100 km but if we increase
the distance then both the continuum and the band curves will deepen
increasingly with distance but just broaden marginally over wavelength. The
air mass origin and seasonal effects are also important factors.
The H2O content changes with temperature and pressure and will therefore
change with altitude, in Table 2-1 page 11, we can see the dramatic change in
H2O content with altitude for two MODTRAN models concerning summer and
winter conditions. This means that the H 2O content can change significantly
between a cold and a warm day, in particular in the boundary layer. If the H2O
content at the altitude of interest is known then the transmission loss due to
H2O can be accurately calculated. Since water vapour hardly attenuates within
the atmospheric windows, 3-5 µm and 8-12 µm, H2O just marginally affect the
HIIHFWLYH WUDQVPLVVLRQ, see section 5.5.1 page 46. This means that the direct
effects of water vapour could be disregarded because that sensors are designed
to avoid this H2O problem by ”looking” in the atmospheric windows instead.
H2O also contributes to attenuation indirectly and these effects cannot be
disregarded and H2O must be considered to be a highly relevant parameter to
model, see sections 5.3 and 5.4.
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 &DUERQGLR[LGH
Carbon dioxide, CO2, causes nearly 100 % absorption around 4.3 µm, see
Figure 5-5. CO2 also have a few other but not as powerful absorption bands at
9.5 µm and 10.5 µm.

a)

b)

)LJXUH7UDQVPLVVLRQORVVHVFDXVHGE\FDUERQGLR[LGHIRUWKH6$6PRGHOLQ02'75$1
DWNPDOWLWXGHRYHUWZRGLVWDQFHVD NPDQGE NP

The transmission losses due to CO2 increases with range in the same fashion as
water vapour does, but in contrast to water vapour the relative concentration of
carbon dioxide is more or less constant with altitude, see Figure 5-2, and the
seasonal effects are quite modest see (Abreu 1996).
 2]RQH
Ozone, O3, is as we know from the theory chapter section 2.6 mostly active in
the UV region, but also has a strong band around 9.6 µm see Figure 5-6.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

8 km
12 km
15 km

)LJXUH7KHR]RQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQYDULHVZLWKDOWLWXGHDQGKDVJRWDPD[LPXPDWDERXW
NLORPHWUHVRIDOWLWXGHWKHVRFDOOHGR]RQHOD\HU)RUWKHEDQGDWµPWKH
PD[LPXPVHHPVWREHDWNLORPHWUHVRIDOWLWXGHWKLVSORWFRQWDLQVWKUHH
JUDSKVDWDOWLWXGHVIURPWRNPEXWDOORIWKHPDUHFDOFXODWHGIRUDGLVWDQFH
RINPDQGWKH6$6PRGHOZLWKWKH02'75$1SURJUDP

Unlike most other gases O3 concentration increases with altitude, see
Figure 5-2, but similar to carbon dioxide, the concentration is quite constant
over time. Therefore O3 transmission effects should also be rather accurately
determined with MODTRAN.
 *DVVXPPDU\
There are three major attenuation gases, water vapour carbon dioxide and
ozone. Water vapour is identified as an important parameter to include in an
atmospheric model. The transmission losses due to direct attenuation by gases
can be calculated with satisfactory accuracy with the LOWTRAN/MODTRAN
computer codes, (Nilsson 1986, Hågård 1992).

 $HURVROV
In difference to the well explored molecular effects, the contribution due to
atmospheric aerosols in relation to meteorological variables is not firmly
established. There are many different underlying processes that generate
aerosols, which means that there will be many different types and
compositions of aerosol in the atmosphere.
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However assuming that we have spherical particles and that the size
distribution of the aerosols and the refractive index is known, we can calculate
the aerosol extinction coefficient with Mie theory, see section 2.7.1 or (Smith
1993).

)LJXUH  9HUWLFDO GLVWULEXWLRQ DHURVRO H[WLQFWLRQ XVHG LQ 02'75$1 7KH LPSRUWDQW
SDUDPHWHU YLVXDO UDQJH WLPH RI \HDU RU 9XOFDQ SDUWLFOH FRQFHQWUDWLRQ DUH
LQGLFDWHGLQHDFKOD\HU -XUVD 

In Figure 5-7 a vertical aerosol extinction coefficient distribution is shown.
 :DYHOHQJWKLQGHSHQGHQFH
Tests with MODTRAN indicates that it would not be a too rough
approximation to consider the aerosol extinction qualities as independent of
wavelength, at least within a single atmospheric IR-window. In Figure 5-8 a
plot from one of our test runs is included. However, if we consider larger
intervals of wavelengths, see Figure 5-10, a wavelength dependency is present
but with our limitations this is a valid statement.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

No aerosol
attenuation
Aerosol
attenuation
included

)LJXUH$HURVROZDYHOHQJWKLQGHSHQGHQFH7KHXSSHUFXUYHVKRZVWKHDWPRVSKHULF
WUDQVPLVVLRQZLWKRXWDHURVROHIIHFWVDQGLQWKHFXUYHEHORZLVWKHDHURVROHIIHFW
LQFOXGHG7KHFXUYHVIROORZHDFKRWKHUTXLWHZHOOEXWDUHVHSDUDWHGVRPHZKDWLQ
WKHYHUWLFDOSODQHLOOXVWUDWLQJWKHZDYHOHQJWKLQGHSHQGHQFHDVVXPSWLRQ7KLV
02'75$1SORWLVJHQHUDWHGZLWK02'75$1VHWDWNPRIDOWLWXGHNP
SDWKOHQJWKDQGNPYLVXDOUDQJHLQWKHUXUDODHURVROPRGHOXVLQJWKH6$6
DWPRVSKHULFPRGHO

If we plot the difference
between these graphs, see
Figure 5-8, the assumption of
wavelength independence can
be supported. Test run, similar
to the one shown in figures
Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 have
also been made for wavelengths
between 3 and 5 µm with
similar result. The effect of the
aerosols is approximately the
same for all wavelengths within
the atmospheric windows.
)LJXUHGLIIHUHQWLDOSORWRIFXUYHVVKRZQLQ
)LJXUH
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 (IIHFWVRI+XPLGLW\9DULDWLRQVRQ$HURVRO3URSHUWLHV
The basic effect of changes in the relative humidity on the aerosols, is that as
the relative humidity increases, the water vapour condenses out of the
atmosphere onto the existing atmospheric particles.
b)
a)

c)

)LJXUH7KHDHURVROH[WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQWFKDQJHVZLWKKXPLGLW\UDWKHUGUDPDWLFDOO\
D LVDVXPPDULVDWLRQRIE  F VKRZLQJWKHDHURVROH[WLQFWLRQ
FRHIILFLHQWYDULDWLRQVZLWKERWKZDYHOHQJWKDQGUHODWLYHKXPLGLW\ZLWKWKH
UXUDODHURVROPRGHO -XUVD E VKRZVRQO\H[WLQFWLRQYHUVXVUHODWLYH
KXPLGLW\DQGF VKRZVRQO\WKHVSHFWUDOHIIHFWVXSRQH[WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQW

This condensed water increases the size of the aerosols, and changes their
composition and their effective refractive index. The resulting effect of the
aerosols on the absorption and scattering of radiation will correspondingly be
modified. In Figure 5-10 we can see that as the water vapour content increases,
the aerosol extinction coefficient increases in a logarithmic fashion, see
especially Figure 5-10 b), but seems to be approximately linear with the same
inclination with respect to wavelength, at least in the 3-12 µm band.
 %DFNVFDWWHUFRHIILFLHQW
The most common way of measure aerosol extinction is to emit radiation with
for instance a laser and then measure the amount of radiation that gets
reflected back by the aerosols. This measure is called the backscatter
coefficient.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

The most recent relevant data that we have come across are actually a
measurement of backscatter coefficient. A small excerpt from the extensive
material is shown in Table 5-1.
Rensch and Long, (Rensch 1970), investigated the relationship between
extinction and backscatter in the seventies. From their investigations we have
derived the approximate equation ( 5-1 )
β=

σ H[W , HUR
[km-1 sr-1]
2.5 × 10− 2



This simple relation was also supported by (Hågård 1998), associate professor
at Defence Research Establishment, Department 3, Linköping Sweden.

7DEOH%DFNVFDWWHUFRHIILFLHQWVβ>NP VU @PHDVXUHGLQWKH1RUWKHDVW$WODQWLFDQGLQ
8QLWHG .LQJGRP GXULQJ VXPPHU :LWKLQ HDFK β LQWHUYDO WKH ILUVW URZ RI WKH WDEOH  WKH
SHUFHQWDJHRIWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIPHDVXUHPHQWV0SHUIRUPHGGXULQJWKHLQGLFDWHGQXPEHU
RI IOLJKWV )OW LV SUHVHQWHG 7KH SHUFHQWDJH GRHV QRW DGG XS WR  EHFDXVH RI IDLOHG
PHDVXUHPHQWVRIβ 9DXJKDQ 




$OW β

( ( ( ( ( ( )OW
>NP@
( ( ( ( ( ( (
11-12
0.41
29.72
21.83
4.21
1.56
1.27
1.48
14
10-11
0.18
26.47
24.83
4.21
3.60
2.05
2.30
16
9-10
0.22
9.41
8.81
6.39
14.01
3.18
3.88
16
8-9
0.02
11.07
15.33
10.06
10.68
5.92
2.10
16
β ( ( ( ( ( ( ( )OW
( ( ( ( ( (
!
11-12
1.76
2.75
4.15
2.72
3.61
3.75
12.88
14
10-11
2.96
3.51
3.61
3.16
3.54
2.11
8.83
16
9-10
6.15
9.22
4.46
4.61
6.62
6.89
12.95
16
8-9
4.42
5.92
1.90
3.02
5.64
4.44
15.74
16

0
6366
15797
12253
4643
0
6366
15797
12253
4643

A first conclusion drawn from this material is that the there are quite large
variations in the concentrations of the backscatter coefficients, and thereby in
σext, aerosol. Furthermore, if we study single flights we can conclude that these
large variations occur even over shorter periods of time. In the extremes the
backscatter coefficient can vary with 5-7 powers of ten which means that
accurate models are very difficult to develop, if we do not have a measurement
of any parameter related to σext, or σext itself.
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 $HURVROVXPPDU\
The aerosol extinction can, as a first approximation, be considered to be
wavelength independent within a single transmission band. Water vapour
content, especially when the Relative humidity exceeds 70%, has got a
tremendous impact on aerosol extinction coefficient since aerosols are
hygroscopic. Large variations in aerosol attenuation with time and altitude
make simple modelling difficult if we do not have an accurate up to date
measurement of any parameter related to σext, or σext itself.

 &ORXGV
As we all know, clouds decrease the sunlight more or less. Clouds also have a
high influence on infrared radiation. In Table 5-2 the extinction coefficient in
different types of clouds for three infrared wavelength bands are shown.
According to this the transmission through clouds is rather low, except for
Cirrus clouds.
7DEOH([WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQWVIRUGLIIHUHQWW\SHVRIFORXGVIRJDQGSUHFLSLWDWLRQ
LQRXUDWPRVSKHUH 1LOVVRQ

$OWLWXGH &ORXGSUHFLSLWDWLRQ ([WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQWσH[W>NP@IRU
>NP@
WKUHHZDYHOHQJWKEDQGV
2.5 - 3.5
4.0 - 5.5
8.0 - 12.0
8
0.05
Fog (0.5)
9.8
8.9
2.4
Fog (0.2)
20.6
21.3
22.4
Drizzle
0.7
0.6
0.6
Light rain
1.2
1.1
1.1
Moderate rain
1.9
1.9
1.9
Heavy rain
2.9
2.9
2.8
1
Stratus
35.7
39.6
28.7
Cumulus
46.7
49.1
44.8
Stratocumulus
38.8
44.4
26.2
Nimbostratus
8.6
9.2
8.4
3
Cumulus
24.4
25.6
24.4
Altostratus
80.5
89.2
55.1
8
Cirrus
0.3
0.3
0.3
12
Cirrus
0.3
0.2
0.3
With support from our test with MODTRAN, which includes models for the
most common types of cloud and rain, in combination with the results in Table
5-2 it is apparent that IR sensor ranges through all types of clouds except
8

The value in the parenthesis is the visual range in kilometres.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

cirrus and cirrostratus are to short to be of any practical use. If, for instance, σ
is equal to 20 then the transmission over a distance of 100 meters will be 0.14,
see Table 2-3.
Another conclusion which we are able to draw from Table 5-2 is that there is
not all that many types of cloud present at altitudes beyond 8 kilometres, in
fact Cirrus and Cirrostratus are most likely the only clouds present at these
altitudes.
Because of this we concentrate our further efforts on Cirrus clouds. The
following sections concerning Cirrus clouds are mainly derived from (deBlij
1996, Scorer 1972).
Cirrus is a cloud of fibrous appearance and this structure is due to wind shear
and/or falling particles. The cloud consists of ice crystals. Cirrus of some sort
appears when almost any cloud is glaciated. There are generally speaking three
different kinds of Cirrus, fibrous patches, falling cirrus and extensive cirrus,
where extensive cirrus practically can cover the sky.
Cirrus clouds are most often formed due to frontal movements, see section
2.4.2. When the warmer air overrides the colder air a boundary is produced,
called a ZDUP IURQW. Warm fronts, because of their gentle upward slope, are
associated with wide areas of light to moderate precipitation. The Cirrus cloud
evolves slowly from Nimbostratus, Altostratus, Cirrostratus until it finally
forms Cirrus at altitudes from six to twelve kilometres.
Consequently, the formation of Cirrus clouds is a quite slow process, but on
the other hand, they can cover large areas.
7DEOH5HODWLYHIUHTXHQF\RIKLJKFORXGVDERYH
NP DW VWDWLRQ0DOPVOlWW6ZHGHQ GXULQJ WKH SHULRG
 60+, 

7\SHFORXGZHDWKHU 5HODWLYHIUHTXHQF\
Clear
48,7
Cirrus
36,4
Other
14,9
At middle and upper northern latitudes9, air masses with significantly different
temperatures commonly come together, because the general atmospheric
circulation causes poleward-flowing tropical air to collide with polar air
9

Sweden is located between 56°N and 68°N Latitude.
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moving toward the equator. This means that Cirrus clouds are quite common
in our northern region. This is supported by data from SMHI, see Table 5-3.
 &ORXGVVXPPDU\
We conclude that no clouds except Cirrus and Cirrostratus are IR transparent
and that Cirrus and Cirrostratus are most likely the only clouds present at 8-12
km of altitude. Because of the general atmospheric circulation clouds are quite
common in our northern region.

 5DQJH
The next step is to adapt the range equation, ( 2-14 ) at page 26, to fit our
purposes by applying the knowledge obtained during the atmospheric
investigations.
∞

∫ τ (λ ) ⋅ , (λ ) ⋅ Gλ



W

5=

0

1(,

This equation uses the total radiant intensity of an object It(λ) for the
determination of the object signature characteristics. A for our purposes more
suitable version of this equation should take into account the relation between
object and background radiation, see equation ( 5-2 ).

(

)

∆, (λ ) = /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 ) ⋅ $REM [W/m sr]



where
/REM Spectral object radiance
/EJU Spectral background radiance
$REM Physical object area in the sensor direction

[W/m2 m sr]
[W/m2 m sr]
[m2]

It(λ) is therefore replaced by ∆I(λ) according to equation ( 5-2 ). One can see
from this equation that if both the object and background have identical
radiation characteristics the difference will end up in zero10, in spite of the fact
that It(λ) ≠ 0 for the object. The term to use should therefore preferably be the
relative intensity ∆I(λ) of the object in the background in question. This

10

To achieve zero difference between object and background radiance is the basic thought behind stealth
technology.
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$WPRVSKHULFLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

number is normally expressed in some power term; for point objects we use
[W/sr].
In equation ( 2-14 ) it is assumed that the Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR, is equal
to one (1) when determining NEI. A more general formulation allowing SNR
to be defined to a more realistic value for object detection by automatic signal
processing algorithms, i.e. SNR > 1, can be included in ( 2-14 ) by letting SNR
be a parameter.
The reformulation of ( 2-14 ) taking into account both ∆I(λ) and SNR > 1, then
leads to equation ( 5-3 ). A more sophisticated analysis of ( 2-14 ) leading to
( 5-3 ) is supplied in (Dudzik 1993).
∞

∫ τ (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 )) ⋅ $
REM

5=

EJU

0

1(, ⋅ 615min

REM

⋅ Gλ



[m]

the parameters involved are:
5
τ (λ )
/REM (λ , 7 )

/EJU (λ , 7 )
$REM

1(,
615min

Range from object to sensor
Atmospheric transmission
Spectral object radiance
Spectral background radiance
Physical object area in the
sensor direction
Noise Equivalent Irradiance
Minimal SNR for object detection

[m]
[-]
[W/m2 m sr]
[W/m2 m sr]
[m2]
[W/m2]
[-]

SNRmin could be described as the smallest amplitude of a signal required for
the detection of an object in a noisy image, thus being a measure of the signal
processing efficiency of the equipment. For further explanations of the other
parameters see section 2.10.
 (IIHFWLYHWUDQVPLVVLRQ
Unfortunately there are physical limitations of all sensors. The detector
elements in the sensor can only detect within a narrow spectral band, which
means that the response function for the sensor is separated from zero only at
some of the wavelengths between zero and infinity.
This means that we should extend the equation further to include the in-band
response function of the particular sensor, 5H (λ ) . The in-band response is
',9,6,212)$8720$7,&&21752/
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described by the normalised response function of the sensor, see Figure 5-11.
It describes the wavelength dependent sensitivity of a sensor, with a maximum
sensitivity normalised to one.

∆I(λ)

Re(λ)

τ(λ)

Ap

)LJXUH7KHXVHIXODUHDRIGHWHFWLRQ$ JUH\LVKLQWKHILJXUHLVQDUURZHGE\VHYHUDO
IDFWRUVτ λ DWPRVSKHULFWUDQVPLVVLRQIURP02'75$15 λ WKHVSHFWUDO
UHVSRQVHIXQFWLRQIRUWKHVHQVRUDQGILQDOO\WKHREMHFWUDGLDQFHFRPSDUHGZLWK
WKHEDFNJURXQG∆, λ 
S

H

This, together with the fact that the object only radiates within a restricted
spectral band, that do not always coincide completely with the response
function means that the spectral envelop could be sharpened even more see
Figure 5-11. Equation ( 5-4 ) is quite similar to ( 5-3 ) but now the spectral
response function 5H (λ ) is included.
∞

∫ τ (λ ) ⋅ 5 (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 )) ⋅ $
H

5=

REM

EJU

0

1(, ⋅ 615min

REM

⋅ Gλ

[m]



By remembering equation ( 2-13 ) the conclusion formulated in equation
( 5-5 ) that atmospheric transmission is in fact a function of our present range,
from object to sensor, becomes obvious.
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τ (λ ) = H −σ

H[W

( λ )⋅ 5

= τ (λ , 5 )



The fact that we have the range on both sides of the equal sign increases the
complexity of the range equation. This leads to an iterative numerical solution
for instance the simple one suggested below.
∞

∫ τ (λ , 5) ⋅ τ (λ , 5) ⋅ 5 (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 )) ⋅ $
JDV

5L =

DHUR

H

REM

EJU

REM

⋅ Gλ

0

1(, ⋅ 615min


∞

∫ τ (λ , 5 )⋅ τ (λ , 5 )⋅ 5 (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 ))⋅ $
JDV

5L +1 =

L

DHUR

L

H

REM

EJU

REM

⋅ Gλ

0

1(, ⋅ 615min

HWF.
The range equation work up to this point can be summarised with the
following bullets:
• The atmospheric transmission is to be calculated with MODTRAN, and this
calculation is rather complex.
• The expression, ( /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 )) , is rather troublesome to solve and fast
changes in both object and background radiation adds to the total
complexity of the range equation.
• Most often the range equation has to be solved iterative, this could be time
consuming.
The conclusion so far is that a real-time solution of this complex range
equation is impossible for practical use. Therefore we have to develop and
simplify the equation further to make calculations faster and less demanding.
First by realising that we can divide the atmospheric transmission function into
one gas and one aerosol part according to equation ( 2-10 ), and that the
transmission also is a function of our present range, see equation ( 2-13 ) we
can rewrite the range equation by using equation ( 5-7 ) which is a further
development of ( 5-5 ).
τ (λ ) = H −σ H[W WRW
,

'

$
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(λ )⋅ 5
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(

) = τ (λ , 5 )⋅ τ (λ , 5)
JDV
DHUR

− σ H[W , JDV (λ )+σ H[W ,DHUR (λ ) ⋅ 5
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In section 5.3.1 we stated that the transmission losses due to aerosols as an
approximation can be considered to be wavelength independent. This means
that we can extract the aerosol part from the integral in the numerator of the
expression.
∞

5=

(

)

τ DHUR (5 ) ⋅ ∫ τ JDV (λ , 5 ) ⋅ 5H (λ ) ⋅ /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 ) ⋅ $REM ⋅ Gλ
0

1(, ⋅ 615min



The effective transmission discussion indicates that we should weigh τ with
the actual sensor response in order to take into account whether the sensor
operates in for instance the 3-5 µm or 8-12 µm band. And to get a single value
of τ (λ ) to use in the range equation some sort of mean of τ (λ ) must be
produced. The simplest form is the arithmetic mean see equation ( 5-9 ) which
however does not take into account the spectral content of the object radiation
, (λ ) or the sensor response function, 5H (λ ) .
τ PHDQ (λ ) =

τ (λ1 ) + τ (λ2 )+...+τ (λQ )
Q



A mean where this effect is taken into account is produced by equation ( 5-10 )
which gives a weighted mean of τ (λ ) where τ (λ ) coincident with high levels
of 5H (λ ) ⋅ /(λ ) will have a greater impact on τ , than will τ (λ ) at low levels of
5H (λ ) ⋅ /(λ ) . In order to separate these weighted measures from the originals we
.
have surrounded the parameter with hooks,
∞

τ (5 ) =

∫ τ (λ , 5) ⋅ 5 (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 )) ⋅ Gλ
JDV

H

REM

EJU

0

∞

∫ 5 (λ ) ⋅ (/ (λ , 7 ) − / (λ , 7 )) ⋅ Gλ
H

REM



EJU

0

To make real-time calculations of range possible we suggest that equation
( 5-10 ) should be solved in advance. This means that tables of τ (5) should
be developed. Entries to these tables τ (5) DE could be for instance altitude and
RH etc.
W
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Since τ (5) DE is wavelength independent we can move τ (5) out of the
integration which leads us to equation ( 5-11 ).
W

5 = τ DHUR ( 5 ) ⋅

τ ( 5)

∞

7DE

(

)

⋅ ∫ ⋅ 5H (λ ) ⋅ /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 ) ⋅ $REM ⋅ Gλ
0



1(, ⋅ 615min

And in the same way as with the atmospheric transmission we also suggest
that the integral over the object intensity should be solved in advance. This
means another table, ∆, 7DE , entries to this table could be for instance object
speed, object attitude etc.
∞

(

)

∆, 7DE = ∫ ⋅ 5H (λ ) ⋅ /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 ) ⋅ $REM ⋅ Gλ
0



This finally brings us to this neat equation
5=

τ DHUR , 5 ⋅ τ 5 ,7DE ⋅ ∆, 7DE
1(, ⋅ 615min



 5DQJH6XPPDU\
Most probably the range equation must be solved in an iterative way, this
could be time consuming depending upon the choice of iterative method.
Rapid changes of τDHUR , 5 and ∆, or rather ( /REM (λ , 7 ) − /EJU (λ , 7 )) extends the
complexity even further. If we for instance enter a cloud τ UR , will change
momentarily, but τ UR , can also vary gradually if for instance the water vapour
content increases. On the other hand /REM (λ , 7 ) can change several powers of
magnitude if for instance the engine thrust changes or if the aspect angle
changes. This means that the range equation must be updated rather often.
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'LVFXVVLRQ
In this chapter we discuss the outcome of this thesis and answer the basic
questions formulated in the problem description. Moreover, suggestions of
future work and improvements are made.

 ,PSRUWDQWSDUDPHWHUV
There are consequently three major contributors to the overall atmospheric
transmission; gases, aerosols and clouds. These contributions can be treated
individually, (Nilsson 1989, Hågård 1992), and then combined using Beer’s
law, see section 2.8.
All the three major attenuation gases, water vapour carbon dioxide and ozone
should be considered important to include in a model but water vapour is
identified as the most important parameter. The transmission losses due to
direct attenuation by gases can be calculated with satisfactory accuracy with
the LOWTRAN/MODTRAN computer codes, (Nilsson 1986, Hågård 1992).
We have stated that the aerosol contribution could be approximated to be
wavelength independent and water vapour content has got a tremendous
impact on aerosols since they are hygroscopic. The transmission loss due to
aerosols could be modelled by the extinction coefficient with a simple
exponential function. The major obstacle on this path is that the concentration
of aerosols are changing constantly, this changes in turn the extinction
coefficient. This problem can though be remedied if we feed back a measure of
the current atmosphere or preferably the present extinction coefficient.
Clouds are often present in our northern region and the transmission of IR
radiation through clouds are extremely low except for Cirrus clouds. Since
Cirrus clouds consists of particles in the atmosphere it is quite natural to
consider Cirrus as a kind of aerosol when that is what it is. In order for clouds
to form the relative humidity have to be 100 %.
Water vapour content effect the size of the aerosol particles and thereby the
attenuation caused by aerosols, water vapour also effects the range directly, in
the band 5-7 µm water vapour absorbs approximately 100% of the radiation.
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The water vapour content is also a major contributing factor for the formation
of cloud. Therefore we can assuredly state that water vapour is the single most
import parameter considering atmospheric transmission for IR radiation.
The range equation must be solved in an iterative way, this could be time
consuming. Due to the swiftly varying components of the range equation the
update rate must be rather high.

 $WPRVSKHULFPRGHODSSURDFKHV
After having studied the collected information and achieved knowledge about
the atmosphere, three major paths of model developing came into our minds.
• Using available computer transmission codes directly and accommodating
them for range calculationsDYDLODEOHFRGHDFFRPPRGDWLRQ.
• Develop a model of our own, PRGHOIURPVFUDWFK.
• A combination, develop some parts by ourselves and use others from
available transmission codes, FRPELQHGIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQW.
 $YDLODEOHFRGHDFFRPPRGDWLRQ
There are several codes available for calculation of atmospheric transmission,
for instance LOWTRAN, MODTRAN, FASCODE and HITRAN. There are
also many specialised codes, developed by aerospace and defence
organisations all over the world, of which only a few codes are available.
These codes perform better in special applications but are not as prevalent and
adaptive as the ones mentioned above.
Among these alternatives MODTRAN/LOWTRAN qualifies to be the most
appropriate choice considering availability, suitability and resolution. The
advantage of using MODTRAN/LOWTRAN would be that it is widely used
for calculating atmospheric transmission, available and validated to be a good
atmospheric modelling tool, (Ben-Shalom 1988, Hågård 1992, Nilsson 1986).
However these programs have limited adaptive capabilities. For instance there
are only a few aerosol models included. This yields a risk that the aerosol parts
become inaccurate when studying conditions beyond these models, (Nilsson
1986, Hågård 1992).
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Unfortunately, MODTRAN demands a lot from the intended computer, at least
when considering airborne applications. MODTRAN occupies 5 Mb disk
space and requires at least 16 Mb RAM in order to work properly. We
performed a test with a Pentium 166 MHz, 64 Mb RAM performing 310 MIPS
and 98 MFLOPS. We designed two test cases, one simple and one more
demanding. If we let the program consume 100 % of the central processing
units available time, the first test case took 7 s and the second one took 8 s.
Furthermore in order to use MODTRAN in real-time, equation ( 5-11 ) must be
solved, this means that the integral has to be performed since
(/REM (λ , 7 ) − /E (λ , 7 )) and τ R, can vary rapidly. Solving equation ( 5-11 ) must
be an iterative process, since the range, R, are present on both sides of the
equal sign. This also adds to the processor workload.
 0RGHOIURPVFUDWFK
This is probably the most challenging alternative of them all and of course the
most difficult way to reach the goal. But on the other hand we would get a
tailor made model perfectly suited for our purposes.
The atmosphere is, as we have discussed previously, a very complex and
dynamic environment to model. After having spent a long time trying to dig
down to the fundamental issues and basic concepts of the atmosphere we soon
realised that in order to get reasonable accuracy, deep and thorough
investigations of literature had to be made and above all, relevant atmospheric
data have to be provided. This has to be done in such a way that the work
required would exceed the limits of a master thesis.
 &RPELQHGIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQW
To analyse and to evaluate the already existing models in order to improve
them in presumed weak areas and to add missing functions seemed to be the
most viable approach. This approach would mean that we could achieve as
many advantages as possible presented in the alternatives above and lessen the
disadvantages and thereby getting an excellent model.

 $ZD\WRZDUGVDPRGHOLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
Our suggestion is to follow the third path FRPELQHGIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQW. Due
to the uncertainties of the aerosol and cloud models together with the computer
demands for MODTRAN, unfortunately real-time use of MODTRAN is ruled
out.
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A way around these problems is to create tables with calculated values of gas
transmission, with the MODTRAN computer code preferably. Then by using
the assumption that cirrus clouds approximately can be considered to be
aerosols and that aerosols can be modelled with a simple exponential function
we can calculate the aerosol (and cloud) attenuation if we provide the function
with the present aerosol (cloud) extinction. Depending upon the values of the
aerosol extinction this would be a good approximation of the aerosol
attenuation.
Then by using the range equation ( 5-13 ) sensor ranges can be calculated if we
add sensor and target information.

 5DQJHHTXDWLRQDSSOLFDWLRQ
We have identified two fundamentally different cases for applying the range
equation. The obvious difference is if you know where an object is or not.
Assume that you of some reason know where an object is, this information
could be achieved from intelligence reports, another sensor or some other
source. Anyway now we want to use the range equation to make a calculation
if we are capable to ”see” this specified object at this range. If we can’t see
that far then there is no point in looking in that direction, and we can for
instance continue our search for other objects ZLWKLQ our range. This
application does not need an iterative solution of the range equation since we
know the range ”within” the equation.
The other case, probably the most common, is when we want to know how
wide our present ”safe” surroundings are. This is made by specifying certain
target intensity levels, for instance a missile in boost phase11 emits rather
much, this means that we will have a longer range towards such a radiator than
from a cruising fighter. This will increase the pilot’s SA considerably.
However it may be troublesome to choose standard levels of emittance since
factors as aspect angle and thrust setting plays great parts.

 )XWXUHZRUN
Since this master thesis is the first one that considers development of an
operational model for optical sensor ranges in the atmosphere performed at
Saab AB in Linköping, there are still many roads to follow up, adjacent to the
path this thesis covers. Here are some of our suggestions for future work.
11

Directly after launch, a missile accelerates by burning its engine until the fuel is consumed, this produces a
quite intense radiation source, then it glides towards the target with only the, due to the velocity, heated skin to
reveal its presence to the IR sensor.
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 0RGHOLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
The most obvious extension is to build the model we have suggested
completely. First create tables with calculated values of transmission for at
least the simplest flight missions. Then implement the range equations and an
interface able to read out the parameters from the tables and deliver them to
the range equation function. Together with simple implementations of sensor
and target see 6.5.2 and 6.5.3, we would achieve a fully functional model to
simulate infrared sensors ranges in the atmosphere.
Finally, of course, this implementation must be validated in some way
preferably against real data from flights with relevant equipment, but at least
against other atmospheric transmission codes and available data.
 6HQVRUPRGHO
In order to make the sensor model as simple as possible we suggest to model
the sensor by its parameters. By this we mean to specify NEI, SNR and finally
the sensor response function Re. In order to define a sensor and include it into
the model, those parameters must be provided.
 7DUJHWPRGHO
In resemblance with the sensor model we have tried to model the target as
simple as possible. The simplest target model in our opinion is to model the
target as a blackbody radiator at one specific temperature, with a specific area.
This might seem to be a rather rough model but on the other hand it is not all
that troublesome to exchange this part with a more sophisticated model in the
future. This blackbody function together with an object (target) area are
enough information to model our target.
 6HQVRUPHDVXUHPHQWV
In order to achieve realistic aerosol attenuation from an atmospheric model we
suggest that a method to calibrate the transmission model with continuos
measurements, with the actual sensor equipment, against a known object, with
well documented properties, for instance a wingman should be added to the
model. Since the amount of aerosols constantly changes in the atmosphere we
conclude that models without feed back would be inaccurate even though the
average value of the transmission could be quite accurate.
 0RGHOLPSURYHPHQWV
More thorough investigation of atmospheric aerosols could prove itself as a
viable approach to improve the aerosol part of the model.
Both target and sensor models can be improved. For instance targets generally
consists of more than one part and these parts are at different temperatures.
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Aircraft also exhaust hot gases in large quantities and depending upon the
aspect angle this exhaust could affect more or less.
Another ”improvement” is to develop an interface program that could handle
data to MODTRAN. This would be quite useful when creating the gas
transmission tables, especially if one wants to provide MODTRAN with
atmospheric data beyond the integrated models
 ,QWHJUDWLRQZLWKRWKHUPRGHOV
There are many projects in progress adjacent to this, for instance a recently
developed multisensor taskmanager, (Jensen 1997), lack models for
calculating the range of infrared sensors in different weather conditions.
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&RQFOXVLRQV
The following list constitutes the major conclusions from this thesis work:
• The single most important parameter in an atmospheric transmission model
is the ZDWHUYDSRXUFRQWHQW. Water vapour affects the transmission both
directly and indirectly. Directly by absorption and indirectly by affecting
size of atmospheric particles and presence of clouds.
• &ORXGV in general have a very strong absorbing effect on infrared radiation.
However clouds that appear at high altitudes consist mostly of ice and are
less dense than low altitude clouds and therefore transparent to some extent.
We can expect to achieve sensor ranges of practical use in these. The
formation of clouds are highly dependent upon the water vapour content.
• Another crucial parameter is the amount of particles dissolved in the
atmosphere, DHURVROV. This amount changes constantly and this makes
accurate modelling difficult. The size of these particles changes with water
vapour content in the atmosphere and this effects the attenuation. However,
the effects can be considered approximately to be wavelength independent.
• Since water vapour plays such an important role in the atmosphere, we state
that water vapour should be measured continuously to feed an atmospheric
model with relevant data.
• Available models for aerosols are not good enough and probably impossible
to develop since the concentration of aerosols change rapidly. Some kind of
calibration of the aerosol model has to be done, perhaps with a measurement
against a well known object to determine the present aerosol concentration.
• The suggested range equation includes atmospheric transmission and simple
sensor and object parameters. The atmospheric transmission is separated
into an aerosol and a gas part. Most likely this equation must be solved
iteratively. Rapid changes of important included parameters requires that the
update rate of the range equation should be rather high.
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$SSHQGL[
02'75$1XVHUVJXLGH
To help us use PCModWIN3 and to write this users guide we have used
information from the following sources (Abreu 1996, Kneizys 1983, Ontar
1997). MODTRAN is further discussed in Chapter 4 in this thesis.
This is an attempt to make further use of MODTRAN3/PCModWin3 as easy
as possible. This users guide has been developed for a PC using Microsoft’s
Windows NT 3.51 operating system. There might be minor differences if
another operating system is used.
To be able to use this program you have two major obstacles to overcome.
First the input routines of PCModWIN3 and then the input itself. This
appendix considers the first part but sufficient information about the other part
must be obtained by the reader. The theory chapter in this thesis is a good
place to start your quest.
2YHUYLHZ
PCmodWin3 is a windows based application and the appearance is quite
similar to other more commonly used applications. We have decided to
concentrate this effort on the following elementary functions and our intention
is that this users guide together with experience collected during contact with
other windows applications would be sufficient to handle the program
rudimentary.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and save an input file
How to run an input file
Create and save output plots
How to view and save an output file
Restore a saved input file
Restore a saved plot
Some Advanced applications
Help
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&UHDWHDQGVDYHDQLQSXWILOH
When you are going to perform your first simulation in PCModWIN3 you start
by changing and setting the parameters under the menu ”Modtran Input”. Start
preferably from the top of the list with ”Model Atmosphere”. Then, depending
on what you have chosen, various items on the ”Modtran Input” menu will be
grey and thereby not accessible. This is in fact a great help as you do not have
to provide the program with unnecessary input.
To create or rather to save an input file you simply change the parameters
(under the menu ”Modtran Input”) to the values you wish to have in the usual
fashion. However make sure to change the path length (menu ”Modtran input”
item ”Geometry and Spectral band”) to a value separate from zero. Otherwise
the Modtran will calculate the transmission to be zero, see chapter 4. When
you consider yourself ready, save (and thereby create) your file by choosing
”Save as” under either the ”File” or ”Modtran Input” menu. You must of
course choose a name and a place for your file and make sure you know ZKHUH
you have saved the file (if you want to find it again see 0 Restore a saved input
file).
This operation will create an input file in the directory you have chosen called
VRPHWKLQJ.OWQ (where ”something” of course is the name of your file. We have
decided to use VRPHWKLQJ as a notation for an arbitrary name chosen by
yourself). PCModWIN3 also creates a file called VRPHWKLQJSOW during this
operation but you can safely ignore this file as it is of no interest to your
purpose. However, keep them together.
+RZWRUXQDQLQSXWILOH
Now, when you have an input file created, restored or just defined by
parameter settings, you can perform an execution of MODTRAN with this
particular file by choosing ”Run modtran” under the menu called ”Run
model”.
When this is done your input file is ”sent” to the MODTRAN program which
by itself generates and stores the output in the three output files Modout 1-3
located in the MODWIN3 directory. Now, another file called VRPHWKLQJIOis
generated by PCModWIN3 together with the .OWQ and .SOW file. It is important to
keep these files together if you want PCmodWIN to work properly.
&UHDWHDQGVDYHRXWSXWSORWV
There are two ways available in order to create a plot from MODTRAN, either
by using the file 0RGRXW or by using so called ”Plot cards”. If you use ”Plot
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cards” you can save your plot settings (and even save several plots with
different settings) instead of using the more direct approach through 0RGRXW.
Modout2
The simplest way to create a plot from MODTRAN is to (after you have made
a run according to the previous section) choose ”Interactive” under the ”Plot”
menu, a dialogue box (Open File to Plot) will then appear on the screen.
Fortunately modout2 is already selected as the default file to open so all you
have to do is to choose ”OK” (or punch ”Enter” on your keyboard). This
makes the plot dialogue box appear and here you can adapt your plot in
numerous ways, see Plot dialogue box below.
Plot cards
It is often wiser to use Plot cards instead, as if you do so you can save your
plot(s) together with your input file. You create Plot cards by choosing ”Plot
Cards” under the ”Modtran Input” menu. This makes a dialogue box appear
and in this box you can set the total number of plots you wish to save with the
input file. When you have pressed OK a plot dialogue box appears which is
similar to the one referred to earlier. However, if you choose more than one
plot card you can access the different plot card (dialogue boxes) by clicking on
the ”Next” and ”Prev” buttons. Suggestion: if you want to separate the plots
from each other, give them a title! How to use the plot dialogue box is
described in the next section. Don’t forget to save your input file in order to
include your plot settings.
Plot dialogue box
On the left part of the box you can choose what you want to plot, and on the
right side you can change scales etc. If you want to use the features on the
right side you must remove the ”Auto Scale” selection by clicking with the left
mouse button on the box beside ”Auto Scale” in such a way that the x in the
box disappears (if this feature is used make sure that Min/Max X and Min/Max
Y includes your actual output from MODTRAN!)
+RZWRYLHZDQGVDYHDQRXWSXWILOH
To view the output from MODTRAN you can easily open them by selecting
”Edit File” under the ”Edit” menu, then you only have to choose one of
modout 1-3 and press OK. Modout1 is the one of most interest and it includes
all output and input from MODTRAN. Modout2 includes only the plotable
output and Modout3 finally includes the input data and the total average
transmission. Remember that these files are read by a DOS application that
requires that you use menu ”File” item ”Exit” to exit the application.
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There are no method available to save the output file in PCModWIN (but you
can of course make a copy by yourself in a word processing tool). The only
way to access the modout1-3 files connected to a specific input file, is to run
the input file through MODTRAN and view modout1-3 as mentioned above.
5HVWRUHDVDYHGLQSXWILOH
To restore a input file you only have to choose ”Open” from either the ”File”
or the ”Modtran Input” menu and choose your input file called VRPHWKLQJOWQ
5HVWRUHDVDYHGSORW
To restore a plot saved together with an input file you simply select
”Database” from the ”Plot” menu and all your plots created by plot cards will
emerge in the PCModWIN window. However you must run your input file
first.
6RPHDGYDQFHGDSSOLFDWLRQV
There are many advanced capabilities available when using this program, but
of special interest is the ability to adapt the atmosphere used by the program.
This feature is very useful if you have relevant atmospheric data over your
region of interest and/or you want to have control over the gas composition in
the different atmospheric layers.
You get access to your own atmosphere by choosing ”Model Atmosphere”
under the ”Modtran Input” menu. On this MODTRAN card you can choose
”New Model Atmosphere” in the ”Model Atmosphere” item in the list.
This enables the MODTRAN cards ”New Model Atmosphere” on which you
can choose the number of atmospheric layer you wish to have and also specify
what kind of information you want to provide ”your” atmosphere with. For
each atmospheric layer you get a layer card called ”User Supplied Profile” on
which you are obliged to fill in all the gaps.
+HOS
If you need further instructions, help or just wonder about something, the online help tool is very nice. For instance if you have a question about a
parameter, you can get access to the on-line help by clicking on the parameter
name with the mouse and a brief explanation will occur.
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Abstract

In the demanding environment in which modern combat aircraft perform, it is vital for the pilot to uphold
situation awareness of his surroundings; are there other objects in the vicinity of the aircraft and if so is
there any risk that they are hostile? Of equally vital importance is the extent of the somewhat vague term
”surroundings”. Different types of sensors have different range capabilities under different conditions,
weather and time for instance. This means that the size of the volume in which it is possible to uphold
situation awareness will depend on the type of sensors included in the aircraft sensor suite.
This thesis investigates the atmosphere with the purpose of finding factors which influence the range of
sensors that detect infrared radiation. The result is expected to form a basis for models concerning ranges of
infrared sensors and atmospheric transmission.
A range equation considering atmospheric transmission are suggested for infrared sensors. The single
outstanding most important parameter in an atmospheric transmission model is the water vapour content,
water vapour effects the transmission both directly and indirectly. Another crucial parameter is the amount
of particles dissolved in the atmosphere, this amount changes constantly and this makes modelling difficult.
Clouds have a dramatic attenuation effect upon infrared radiation, and the random nature of clouds also adds
to the complexity of this matter.
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